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The authors are to be complimented for their ingenuity in 
using a Fourier series to obtain a continuous representation of 
the rectangular cross section herringbone grooves. There are 
certain pitfalls one must be aware of when dealing with a series 
in a termwise manner, however, In particular, when the series 
representing the film thickness is differentiated term by term 

— A cos2 <p w i t h respect to either the axial or angular coordinates, the re

sulting series is nonconvergent, and thus does not represent the 
,\ derivative of the clearance. If the finite Fourier series is con-

A j — 2A — A cos2 * sidered an exact representation of the groove pattern, the dif
ferentiated series is of course valid. In this case, however, the 

d.4.5 — S,i cos2 c6A — 2Cd — A cos2 c6 ' Research Engineer, NASA, Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, 
" co Ohio. 
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derivative will not, in general, be close to zero, as the authors 
have assumed. 

The use of the linearized ph analysis creates another problem 
area. The assumption implicit in this analysis is that the prod
uct of pressure and film thickness is more nearly constant than 
is the pressure alone. Where the clearance changes abruptly 
this is no longer true, as is shown in the comparison of the ph 
solution with the solution of Kochi (Fig. 10) for the stepped 
slider bearing. With this large discrepancy in pressure, the good 
agreement of the integrated loads must be considered somewhat 
fortuitous. 

The finding that bearing stiffness decreases with an increasing 
number of grooves, and is always less than that of a plain bear
ing, is rather unexpected. In the discussion appended to ref
erence [2], the authors of this reference present a physical 
argument for increasing stiffness with increasing number of 
grooves. In addition, one would intuitively expect, the pumping 
of the herringbone grooves (from which the herringbone bearing 
derives its unique properties) to be most effective when the 
groove width is approximately equal to the groove depth, which 
also implies a large number of grooves for high stiffness. 

Similar statements may be made about the at t i tude angle 
results. The inward pumping herringbone grooves create a 
pressure profile much like that found in an externally pressurized 
bearing. It is well known that these bearings operate with lower 
atti tude angles than plain bearings, so it is quite surprising to see 
the high at t i tude angles predicted by the present analysis. In 
fact, the effect of any grooving or irregularity in a bearing is 
usually to decrease the atti tude angle. 

With a small number of grooves, the stiffness could well vary 
with the direction of the displacement. Were any calculations 
made for displacements other than in the 9 = 180 deg direction? 

J. H. Vohr3 

The authors of this paper have set themselves a worthy and 
difficult objective; namely, that of performing an approximate 
analysis of spiral-grooved journal bearings in which the effect 
of the number of grooves possessed by the bearing is taken into 
account. I believe, however, that the authors have not satis
factorily attained this goal, due to the fact that the essential 
performance characteristics of spiral grooved bearings cannot be 
adequately predicted by linearized analysis. This belief is based 
on the following considerations. 

In a recent paper, Wildmann' analyzed the pressure distribu
tion of an inclined grooved thrust plate with sinusoidal grooves 

6 
by means of expanding the pressure, P, in a series in —, the groove 

depth ratio, keeping terms up through order (5/2C)2. He found 
that the self-pressurizing effect of the grooved thrust plate, 
i.e., its load capacity, was proportional to the nonlinear, (5/2C)' 
term. The linear S/2C terms gave only harmonic variations in 
pressure with no net pressure rise. 

Now, one way to arrive at the "linearized P H " differential 
equation which is solved in the present paper (equation (1)) 
would be to formally expand I'll in a series in the perturbation 
parameters « and 8/2C, where t is the eccentricity ratio and 
5/2C is the groove depth ratio, and substitute this expansion 
into the Reynolds equation written in terms of PH. If one does 
this, and collects terms of equal order in e and 5/26', one finds 
that the derivation of equation (1) involves the neglect of all 
nonlinear terms in « and 8/2C in the expansion for PII, i.e., 
terms of order t* and (J/2C')S are neglected. Therefore, on the 
basis of Wiidmann's results, one would not expect that the lin-

'Mechanical Technology Inc., Latham, N. Y. Assoc. Mem. 
ASME. 

« Wildmann, M„ "On the Behavior of Grooved Plate Thrust 
Bearings With Compressible Lubricant." JOUHNAL OK LUBRICATION 
TKI-IINOI..,.;V, Trans. ASME, Serins 1\ Vol. 90, No. 1, Jan. 1908. 
pp. 226-232. 

earized PH analysis could take account of the important self-
pressurizing effect of spiral-grooved bearings. 

Tha t the present linearized PH solution does not account for 
I he self-pressurizing effect in spiral-grooved bearings can readily 
be seen by examining this solution in the limit as the number 
of grooves becomes large. If this solution, given by equation (7), 
is written for the case of an arbitrary number of grooves, .V, one 
can readily show that as N becomes large, all the terms in the 
solution tend to zero except the "plain" bearing solution terms 
Xo(?) sin8 and £o(z) cosC. Thus, in the limit as the number of 
grooves approaches an infinite number, the linearized PH 
solution reduces simply to the approximate solution for 
a plain bearing with an effective compressibility number 

x = ,+ 5 /c+ (5/072 ' w i t h n o s e l f -P ' - e s s " r i 2 i »g e l T e c t -

The inability of the linearized PH analysis to account for the 
self-pressurizing effect in spiral grooved bearings is, I believe, 
the main reason for the discrepancy between the results of this 
analysis and the results of Vohr and Chow's analysis for a bear
ing having 20 grooves. Neglect of the self-pressurizing effect 
would also seem to be the reason why the present analysis pre
dicts that load capacity decreases as the number of grooves in
creases. This is opposite to the anticipated behavior for spiral 
grooved bearings, which is that load capacity should increase 
with number of grooves, reaching an asymptotic limit as A" be
comes very large. 

Concerning the experimental measurements made by the 
authors, these were made with bearings having only six grooves. 
With these few grooves, the self-pressurizing effect would be 
relatively weak, and hence the results of the present analysis 
might be expected to be in reasonable agreement with the 
measurements. Tha t the self-pressurizing effect was weak in the 
six groove test bearings is indicated by the fact that there was 
very little difference between the measured stiffnesses for the 
bearing having 0 deg grooves, for which there would be no self-
pressurizing effect, and the measured stiffnesses for the bearing 
having 4o° grooves, for which there should be some pressurizing 
effect. 

Authors' Closure 

I am grateful to D. P. Fleming and Dr. J. H. Vohr for their 
discussion of the paper. I t is when two approximate theories 
give widely differing results that the method of presenting papers 
and obtaining criticism from other workers in the field is most 
valuable. 

Taking the comments in order, the first item is the noncon-
vergence of the series obtained by differentiation of a Fourier 
series representing a step function. Actually, the term "non-
convergence" is a mathematical exactitude in this case, which is 
not as limiting as it might appear at first. If the numerical 
value of the differentiated Fourier series is evaluated for an in
creasing number of terms, the result approaches a bounded, peri
odic value with zero average except, for an impulse function 
a t the step location. As Mr. Fleming recognized, the paper a t 
tempts to avert this controversy by taking a finite Fourier series 
as an exact representation of the groove pattern. He then Is 
quite rightly concerned over the statement made under the head
ing "Boundary Conditions" that the derivative dH/dz is zero. 
It is not required to consider what bli/i>z is because the boundary 
condition explanation should really be as follows: 

Boundary Conditions. The lubrication equation is obtained by 
substituting the mass flows in the radial direction (Qe) and in the 
axial direction (Qz) into the integrated mass continuity equation 

W? , *Qs m 0 
i>B Sz 
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Substituting thl) exact, mMS flow relationships givei ri;;e tv 
ReYllold!;' lubl'ic'u ion eqlmliol1; the flpproxilllate form of Heynold!; ' 
e,!u(>lion Ih(l \. we :Ire cl)llsidering ill this solntion is equation (1) of 
the paper, HCllce, the Il.pproximat.e run"", flow rehl1ivnships that, 
we :\I'e nsing nrc 

Q, 
of oH 
- - XF --

'" '" 
Qz -

'F 
a' 

'II a, 

At. the center of thl) bllfll' ing axial fluw is xeru everywhere; hellce 

or, by equation (3) 

iOF offl 
()z - bz . _ 0 - 0 

i)(J1 - ~O 
bz . _ 0 . 

This zero gl'l\dient cunditiun Wll.~ (lsed in the pllpeL". III the com
parison of the !il\eari~ed pH s()lul,ion for load cupacity with 
Koehi's exacL Sl)lllli\,n, whet.her Ihe agreement obtained is 
"purely fortllij()llS," ()r :In indicalk>l\ lhnl lhe approximate eqn:\
tion eM give nbout the right IOlld cap'lcity is a question nf inter
pretation. 

The remainder of .\Ir. Fleming's rem:Il'k.~, and those "f .\Il'. 
V(jhr, concern t he self_p1"f:·.'iSuri~ing effecl of the herringbone 

36 / JANUARY 1969 

julll"!lfll be:ldng. The uriginal Yuhr fllld Ch(jl\' theory predicted 
t lon(, wilh fin indefinitel}' large numl:!Cl' (jf grooves, the pre;;sllre fit 
the center of l,he herringbone jO\1l"llRI bearing 1l.~ ~en.l eccentricity 
should approach illfi"ily flL an infinitely IllJ'ge cOnl]He:s:;ibility 
number. Since that timc, bUlh Wildman [4] and <Anstflnt.inescn 
and Ca,;l elli [.j] have shuwn tha~ ll.L infinite ~om]lr()S.'libi li ty nurn
bel', Ihe pressure di~tribu1ioll :\pproachc~ the ])H _ conSlant 
cunditiun. One of the ~I.renglhs of t he lillear i~ed pH equation 
used in lhi~ theory i~ that it d()Clj retnin the eorrect behavior !L'I 

ihe com]Jrc-.... ~ibi li ty number heeomes large. 
In Ihe rullge of intermedil\le compre:,;~i!J i!it y numbers il. doe;; 

r.ppC:lr 110:11 the line:lri~cd pll 6Qlutii)1\ is lI'e"k, in Ihat it ducs n"t 
include:t :;el f-pres.. uri ~ftliUll effect. Th o:: praclical importance "f 
Ihi~ ncglc!"t is, however, II!>!. :IS crit.icll.I R~ it might appeM ut first 
heC:"III,;(! the jOOlrn:l.II)c:l.ring doe;! not obt:l.in its stiffnll:'iS from the 
Ch:I,lIgC ill the sclf-pre:..~ln·iZ(.'l1 effect (as the I hrust pl:"lte docs), [HIt 
by rerlis l l'ib li ling Lbe cin::umfe!'entinl prc,;s\lrc tlisl.tibutiun. An 
eXAmi nA tion of Ihe change in !'\Idial slirrm.","~ of a plllill jnllrllal 
I)CAI'in)l :L~ I he ambient pressure i~ incre:u;ed reveals that the gain 
in pcrf"rrnallce is limited. It is becl\lt~e uf the predominanl effed 
(,f lhe ~ireumfel'ential prc;,:~IlI'e distdbutloll over the axia) ]Jre~

~ lIre di~lrihlltifln th:IL I he bellrillg.~ wilh II smal\ number of grouve~ 
.~h"", a highcr radial SLifrnes.~. :\ limited :lrlllllllit of experimeillal 
daln i. .. availl.hle in SlIPp,,1"I Ihi;; contention; spccificllUY!l 4.'i-deg 
helTin",h"ue journal bearing with six groovC::J. lwd better s litTness 
Hnd :Itlilndc anglc than the slime [:!Carillg when the ntlmh(lr of 
gr(,,,vc.~ "'n ~ incl'ea.'i(){1 to, 1"1.. SHghtl~' betler d:lmpil'g of the half
freqllcllf·.\' n:""mlll<'e W:l_ "htained wilh Ihe ]2'gro}()ve bearing. 
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